The Philadelphia chromosome: a model of cancer and molecular cytogenetics.
Recent developments in molecular biology related to the Ph chromosome lead us to an evaluation of knowledge regarding this chromosome. The molecular advances are related to two cellular oncogenes, c-abl and c-sis, and also to the identification and molecular cloning of specific areas of DNA (e.g., band 22q11), permitting the isolation of a probe specific for the translocation breakpoint domain. In the preponderant number of cases examined, it was found that the breakpoints at 22q11 occur within a limited region of up to 5-6 kb, for which the term "breakpoint cluster region" (bcr) has been suggested. In contrast, breaks at 9q34 seem to occur within a much larger region at the molecular level. Yet to be established is the exact genetic composition of the bcr and a determination as to whether or not the breaks leading to the disease occur preferentially within specific areas. In spite of this level of knowledge, we do not understand how the Ph chromosome participates in CML. If Ph-positive CML is ultimately associated with a cascade of gene activations, the unraveling of their nature and chronology will undoubtedly tell us much of their contribution to the biology of CML, in particular, and to neoplasia, in general. In this respect, the rather clear description of CML in cytogenetic, clinical, and laboratory terms, the relatively long chronic phase of the disease, and the association of the blastic phase with nonrandom chromosome changes (at least in the initial phases of the disease) make Ph-positive CML an excellent candidate for a model for the study of molecular events in human neoplasia.